VISUAL ART MARKING RUBRIC
Letter
Grade

A

B

C+

C

C

F

Mark out of
Ten

8.510

7.58

7

66.5

55.5

04.5

Description
of product

Exceeds
Expectations
Excellent

Fully Meets
Expectations
Good

Meets
Satisfactorily
Fair

Meets Minimally
Average
Okay

Not Yet
Within
Barely There

Below
Expectations
Incomplete

goals are met and
are easily
identifiable in the
product
effective use of
goals in product

goals are present but
could be more
defined in product

minimal use of
specific goals in
product
goals are only
partially present
in product

goals are vague
must struggle to
see use of goals in
the product

goals are not
represented

image is not
creative

image is
incomplete, or
unfinished in
some manner

looks rushed in
appearance
needs more
attention to use of
medium

product
appears messy
medium is not
used properly

Instructional goals are clearly
visible in product
Goals
elements,
original
principles,
interpretation/
image
melding of goals in
development,
the product
art history eras
Imagery

product is original
and creative
new interpretation
of what is expected

creative use of
imagery, could
push boundaries
more

image is decent,
could be more
original

image is average
or borrowed from
another source

Material
Skill

product is clean
and precise
excelled or
advanced use of
medium

exhibits good
control of medium
product has no
smudge marks or
unnecessary marks

 minor fixes needed
decent use of
medium
product is somewhat
clean

more time and
care needed to
create finished
product
average control
over medium

WEEKLY CITIZENSHIP MARK
This mark is assigned once a week. It is marked out of 5 and is based on:
·
·
·
·
·

On task
Uses tools properly
Cleans up area
Follows proper procedure
Returns materials

If you are legitimately excused on the day that this mark is given, please bring in a note from home and the mark will be omitted.

